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Allpass Feedback Delay Networks
Sebastian J. Schlecht, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—In the 1960s, Schroeder and Logan introduced delay
line-based allpass filters, which are still popular due to their
computational efficiency and versatile applicability in artificial
reverberation, decorrelation, and dispersive system design. In
this work, we extend the theory of allpass systems to any
arbitrary connection of delay lines, namely feedback delay
networks (FDNs). We present a characterization of uniallpass
FDNs, i.e., FDNs, which are allpass for an arbitrary choice of
delays. Further, we develop a solution to the completion problem,
i.e., given an FDN feedback matrix to determine the remaining
gain parameters such that the FDN is allpass. Particularly useful
for the completion problem are feedback matrices, which yield
a homogeneous decay of all system modes. Finally, we apply
the uniallpass characterization to previous FDN designs, namely,
Schroeder’s series allpass and Gardner’s nested allpass for single-
input, single-output systems, and, Poletti’s unitary reverberator
for multi-input, multi-output systems and demonstrate the sig-
nificant extension of the design space.

Index Terms—Filter Design; Allpass Filter; Feedback Delay
Networks; SISO; MIMO; Delay State Space

I. INTRODUCTION

A llpass filters preserve the signal’s energy and only alter
the signal phase [1]. Schroeder and Logan generalized

the first-order allpass filter replacing the single delay with
a delay line [2]. A decade later, Gerzon generalized delay
line-based filters, e.g., feedback comb filters, to feedback
delay networks (FDNs) [3] and the single-input, single-output
(SISO) allpass structure to multi-input, multi-output (MIMO)
allpass networks [4].

FDNs generalize the well-known state space representation
by replacing single time steps with different vector time steps,
see Fig. 1. FDNs have well-established system properties
such as losslessness and stability [5, 6], decay control [7, 8],
impulse response density [9, 10], and, modal distribution [11].
SISO allpass FDNs can be composed from simple allpass
filters in series [2, 12] or by nesting [13]. Rocchesso and Smith
also suggested an almost allpass FDN with equal delays in [5,
Th. 2]. MIMO allpass filters can be similarly generated from
simple unitary building blocks [4, 14] or by generalizing the
allpass lattice structure [15].

Both SISO and MIMO allpass FDNs were applied to a wide
range of roles including: 1) increasing the echo density as
preprocessing to an artificial reverberator [2, 16]; 2) increasing
echo density of in the feedback loop of reverberators [17–
20]; 3) decorrelation for widening the auditory image of a
sound source [21–23]; 4) as reverberator in electro-acoustic
reverberation enhancement systems [15, 18, 24, 25]; 5) linear
dynamic range reduction [26, 27] ; and 6) dispersive system
design [28–30]. In the broader context of control theory,
allpass FDNs are strongly related to Schur diagonal stability
[31], e.g., stability properties of asynchronous networks. The
characterization of allpass matrix-valued rational functions is

xpnq
B
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z´m1

z´m2

z´m3

D

s1pnq

s2pnq

s3pnq

C
ypnq

Fig. 1: MIMO feedback delay network (FDN) with three
delay lines, i.e., N “ 3 and feedback matrix A. Thick lines
indicate multiple channels, while thin lines indicate individual
channels.

closely connected to spectral factorization [32, 33] and the
notion of balanced realization of state space filters [34–36].

In this work, we extend the theory of allpass FDNs for
both SISO and MIMO. In particular, we study uniallpass1

FDNs, i.e., FDNs, which are allpass for arbitrary delay lengths.
While not all allpass FDNs are uniallpass , e.g., see example
in Section III-F, the more straightforward design criterion
significantly extends practical filter structures.

The feedback matrix determines many filter properties of the
FDN. Thus, it is often desirable to first design the feedback
matrix and subsequently choose the input, output, and direct
gains such that the resulting FDN is allpass. We refer to
this procedure as the completion problem. We call feedback
matrices which have a solution to the completion problem
as being allpass admissible. A particularly useful class of
feedback matrices are lossless mixing matrices in conjunction
with diagonal delay-proportional absorption matrices. They
result in homogeneous decay of the impulse response, i.e., all
system eigenvalues have the same magnitude [7]. The main
contributions of this work are

‚ Improved sufficient condition for an FDN to be stable
(Theorem 2) in Section III

‚ Sufficient and necessary conditions for SISO and MIMO
FDNs to be uniallpass (Theorems 3 and 4 in Section III)

‚ Characterization of admissible feedback matrices in
uniallpass FDN (Section IV-B)

1The term uniallpass is introduced here with similar motivation as uniloss-
less feedback matrices in [6] which yields lossless FDNs regardless of delay
lengths.
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‚ Completion algorithms for uniallpass SISO and MIMO
FDNs (Section IV-D)

‚ Characterization of uniallpass FDNs with homogeneous
decay (Section V)

‚ Embedding of previous designs in the proposed charac-
terization (Section VI).

This work extends the design space of delay line-based all-
pass filters from a handful of known structures to a freely
parametrizable extensive class. In particular, the solution of the
completion problem allows to combine feedback matrix design
with the allpass property and potentially improves application
designs mentioned above. A MATLAB implementation of all
plots, examples and the completion algorithm are included in
the FDN toolbox [37]2.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND PRIOR ART

This section introduces FDN and allpass prior art and
reviews a classic theorem on allpass state space systems.

A. MIMO Feedback Delay Network

The MIMO FDN is given in the discrete-time domain by the
difference equation in delay state space form [5], see Fig. 1,

ypnq “ Cspnq `Dxpnq,
spn`mq “ Aspnq `Bxpnq, (1)

where xpnq and ypnq are the Ninˆ1 input and Noutˆ1 output
vectors at time sample n, respectively. The FDN dimension
N is the number of delay lines. The FDN consists of the
N ˆ N feedback matrix A, the N ˆ Nin input gain matrix
B, the Nout ˆ N output gain matrix C and the Nout ˆ Nin
direct gain matrix D. The lengths of the N delay lines in
samples are given by the vector m “ rm1, . . . ,mN s. The
N ˆ 1 vector spnq denotes the delay-line outputs at time n.
The vector argument notation spn`mq abbreviates the vector
rs1pn`m1q, . . . , sN pn`mN qs. We focus with our results on
FDNs with equal input and output channels, i.e., Nio “ Nin “
Nout and real-valued filter coefficients. We refer to an FDN
where the number of delay lines is equal to the input and
output channels as full MIMO, i.e., Nio “ N . A SISO FDN
has Nio “ 1, which is emphasized by using vectors and scalars
b, c and d instead of matrices B, C and D.

The Nio ˆ Nio transfer function matrix of an FDN in the
z-domain [5] corresponding to (1) is

Hpzq “ C`

Dm

`

z-1˘´A˘-1
B `D, (2)

where Dmpzq “ diagprz´m1 , z´m2 , . . . , z´mN sq is the diag-
onal NˆN delay matrix [7]. The system order is given by the
sum of all delay units, i.e., N “ řN

i“1mi [5]. For commonly
used delays m, the system order is much larger than the FDN
size, i.e., N " N .

The transfer function matrix (2) can be stated as a rational
polynomial [5, 11], i.e.,

Hpzq “ Qm,A,B,C,Dpzq
pm,Apzq , (3)

2https://github.com/SebastianJiroSchlecht/fdnToolbox

where the denominator is a scalar-valued polynomial

pm,Apzq “ detpP pzqq, (4)

where det denotes the determinant and the loop transfer
function is

P pzq “Dm

`

z-1˘´A. (5)

The numerator is a matrix-valued expression with

Qm,A,B,C,Dpzq “D detpP pzqq `C adjpP pzqqB, (6)

where adjpAq denotes the adjugate of A [11]. The FDN
system poles λi, where 1 ď i ď N, are the roots of the
generalized characteristic polynomial (GCP) pm,Apzq in (4).
Thus, the system poles λi are fully characterized by the delays
m and the feedback matrix A. The FDN is stable if all system
poles lie within the unit circle. A sufficient stability condition
is that the operator norm being ‖A‖ ă 1 [5].

B. Allpass Property

A transfer function matrix Hpzq with real coefficients is
allpass if

Hpzq`Hpz-1q˘J “ I, (7)

where I denotes an identity matrix of appropriate size and ¨J
denotes the transpose operation [38]. In particular, Hpzq is
unitary for z on the unit circle. If a MIMO system is allpass
then detHpzq is allpass [39, p. 772], i.e.,

|detHpeıωq| ” 1 for any ω. (8)

For allpass filters, the coefficients of the numerator polyno-
mial are in reversed order and possibly with reversed signs of
the denominator coefficients [1]. Thus, for an allpass FDN in
(3), there exists ε “ ˘1 with

detHpzq “ ε
z´Npm,Apz-1q
pm,Apzq . (9)

In the following, we present a classic result for allpass state
space systems.

C. Allpass State Space Systems

For a moment, we consider that all delays are single time
steps, i.e., m “ 1, where 1 denotes a vector or matrix of
ones with appropriate size. The time-domain recursion in (1)
reduces to the standard state space realization of a linear time-
invariant (LTI) filter. We state a classic sufficient and necessary
condition for state space systems to be allpass [1, 40].

Theorem 1. Given the NioˆNio transfer function with realiza-
tionHpzq “ CpzI ´Aq-1B`D. The transfer functionHpzq
is stable and allpass if and only if there exists a symmetric
positive definite X such that

„

A B

C D

 „

X 0

0 I

 „

AJ CJ

BJ DJ



“
„

X 0

0 I



. (10)

In the Section III, we present an extension of this theorem
for allpass FDNs.
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D. Principal Minors and Diagonal Similarity

To demonstrate system properties of an FDN independent
from delays m, we have earlier developed a representation
of pm,Apzq based on the principal minors of A [6, 19]. This
representation is also useful to derive the uniallpass property
of FDNs.

A principal minor detApIq of a matrixA is the determinant
of a submatrix ApIq with equal row and column indices I Ă
xNy. The set of all indices is denoted by xNy “ t1, 2, . . . , Nu
and Ic is the relative complement in xNy, i.e., Ic “ xNyzI .
|I| indicates the cardinality of set I .

For a given feedback matrix A and delays m, the general-
ized characteristic polynomial pm,Apzq is given by

pm,Apzq “
N
ÿ

k“0

ck z
k (11)

ck “
#

ř

IPIkp´1qN´|I| detApIcq, for Ik ‰ H
0, otherwise

where Ik “ tI Ă xNy|řiPI mi “ ku. Note that for
single sample delays, i.e., m “ 1, pm,Apzq is the stan-
dard characteristic polynomial of matrix A. In contrast for
m “ r1, 2, . . . , 2N´1s, |Ik| “ 1 for 0 ď k ď N and therefore
each ck has a single summand in (11). Thus, principal minors
of A constitutes a powerful delay-invariant representation.

The principal minors of invertible matrices A are related
by Jacobi’s identity [41], i.e.,

detA-1pIq “ detApIcq
detA

for any I Ă xNy. (12)

Diagonally similar matrices A and B, i.e., there exists non-
singular diagonal matrix E with EAE-1 “ B, have the same
principal minors, however the converse is not true in general
[42].

In the following section, we derive the analogue of Theo-
rem 1 for uniallpass FDNs with arbitrary delays m.

III. UNIALLPASS FEEDBACK DELAY NETWORKS

The central question of the present work is which system
parameters constitute an allpass transfer function Hpzq in (2).
In particular, we are interested in uniallpass FDNs, i.e., allpass
FDNs with A, B, C, and D for arbitrary delays m.

A. System Matrix

First, we establish a convenient notation based on system
matrices, i.e.,

V “
„

A B

C D



, (13)

which is of size NV ˆNV , where NV “ N `Nio. The Schur
complement of the invertible block D in V is a matrix defined
by

V{D “ A´BD-1C (14)

and equivalently the Schur complement of the invertible block
A is

V{A “D ´CA-1B. (15)

If A, D, V{D, and V{A are invertible, the block-wise inverse
of the system matrix (13) is

V -1 “
„ pV{Dq-1 ´A-1BpV{Aq-1
´pV{Aq-1CA-1 pV{Aq-1



. (16)

Further, the inverse of the Schur complements are related by

pV{Dq-1 “ A-1 `A-1BpV{Aq-1CA-1. (17)

B. Balanced Form

If there exists a symmetric positive definite X in (10), then
we can establish a balanced form. There exists a non-singular
diagonal matrix E with X “ EEJ such that by substituting
Ã “ E-1AE, B̃ “ E-1B, C̃ “ CE and, D̃ “ D, we can
state (10) as

„

Ã B̃

C̃ D̃

 „

ÃJ C̃J

B̃J D̃J



“ Ṽ Ṽ J “ I. (18)

As V and Ṽ are similar, we have

detV “ det Ṽ “ ˘1. (19)

From Jacobi’s identity (12) with IN “ xNy in xNV y, and
Ṽ -1 “ Ṽ J, we have

det Ṽ pIcN q{det Ṽ “ det Ṽ -1pIN q
det D̃ “ det Ṽ det ÃJ

detD “ detV detA.

(20)

C. Diagonal Similarity Invariance

In the following, we show that the transfer function of an
FDN is invariant under diagonal similarity.

Lemma 1. Let Hpzq be an FDN with a realization as in (2).
For any non-singular diagonal matrix E, we have

Hpzq “ H̃pzq “ C̃
´

Dm

`

z-1˘´ Ã
¯-1
B̃ ` D̃, (21)

where Ã “ E-1AE, B̃ “ E-1B, C̃ “ CE, and, D̃ “ D.
We call Hpzq and H̃pzq being equivalent.

Proof. By substitution and EDm

`

z-1
˘

E-1 “ Dm

`

z-1
˘

, we
have

H̃pzq “ C̃
´

Dm

`

z-1˘´ Ã
¯-1
B̃ ` D̃

“ CE`

Dm

`

z-1˘´E-1AE
˘-1
E-1B `D

“ C`

Dm

`

z-1˘´A˘-1
B `D “Hpzq.

As a consequence, we can establish a more refined stability
criterion.

Theorem 2. An FDN realized as in (2) is stable if there exists
a non-singular diagonal matrix E such that ‖E-1AE‖ ă 1.

Proof. An FDN is stable if ‖A‖ ă 1 [5]. According to
Lemma 1, for any non-singular diagonal matrix E, there is
an equivalent FDN with feedback matrix E-1AE. The FDN
is therefore stable, if for any such E, we have ‖E-1AE‖ ă
1.
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We can further establish a balanced form for an FDN under
diagonal similarity.

Lemma 2. If there exists a diagonal positive definite X with
„

A B

C D

 „

X 0

0 I

 „

AJ CJ

BJ DJ



“
„

X 0

0 I



, (22)

then there exists an equivalent FDN in balanced form, i.e.,
„

Ã B̃

C̃ D̃

 „

ÃJ C̃J

B̃J D̃J



“
„

I 0

0 I



. (23)

Proof. As X is diagonal and positive definite, there exists
diagonal E with EEJ “X . According to Lemma 1, there is
an equivalent FDN with Ã “ E-1AE, B̃ “ E-1B, C̃ “ CE,
and, D̃ “D. By substituting in (23), we have

„

E-1AE E-1B

CE D



«

`

E-1AE
˘J pCEqJ

`

E-1B
˘J

DJ

ff

“
„

I 0

0 I



.

D. Sufficient Condition for Uniallpass FDNs

In the following, we derive a sufficient condition for an FDN
to be allpass, which is analogous to the sufficient condition of
state-space Theorem 1.

Theorem 3. Given a stable FDN realized as in (2), then Hpzq
is uniallpass, i.e., allpass for any m, if there exists a diagonal
positive definite X with

„

A B

C D

 „

X 0

0 I

 „

AJ CJ

BJ DJ



“
„

X 0

0 I



. (24)

Proof. As the conditions of Lemma 2 are satisfied, we assume
that the FDN is in balanced form, i.e., X “ I . We split (24)
into the individual identities

AAJ `BBJ “ I
ACJ `BDJ “ 0

CCJ `DDJ “ I.
(25)

We show that the allpass condition (7) holds for any m.
For compactness, we write P pzq “ Dm

`

z-1
˘ ´A as in (5)

such that

I “Dm

`

z-1˘Dmpzq “ pP pzq `Aq
`

P pz-1q `A˘J

“ P pzqP pz-1qJ ` P pzqAJ `AP pz-1qJ `AAJ.

Thus, by using the identities in (25), we derive

0 “ P pzqP pz-1qJ ` P pzqAJ `AP pz-1qJ ´BBJ

“ I `AJP pz-1q-J ` P -1pzqA´ P -1pzqBBJP pz-1q-J
“ CCJ `CAJP pz-1q-JCJ `CP -1pzqACJ

´CP -1pzqBBJP pz-1q-JCJ

“ I ´DDJ ´DBJP pz-1q-JCJ ´CP -1pzqBDJ

´CP -1pzqBBJP pz-1q-JCJ.

Thus,

I “ `

D `CP -1pzqB˘`

D `CP -1pz-1qB˘J

(26)

“Hpzq`Hpz-1q˘J. (27)

Therefore for any m, the transfer function Hpzq is allpass.

For such a uniallpass FDN, we have detD “ ˘detA, see
(20). Thus, like in Schroeder allpass structures [2], there is an
inherent relation between the direct component and the decay
rate of the response.

E. Necessary Condition for Uniallpass FDNs

The main challenge in the following theorem is that the
allpass property is to be independent of the choice of the delays
m. Therefore, we give a necessary condition based on the
principal minors of the system matrix V alone.

Theorem 4. If a stable FDN realized as in (2) with non-
singular D is uniallpass, then there exists ε “ ˘1 with

detV{DpIq “ εdetA-1pIq @I Ă xNy. (28)

For the SISO case, i.e., Nio “ 1, the FDN is uniallpass if and
only if (28) holds.

Proof. If the FDN is stable and uniallpass, then it is also
allpass for m “ 1. Therefore, Theorem 1 applies and due
to (19) and (20), we have detV “ ˘1 and A is non-singular
if and only if D is non-singular.

According to (8), if the FDN is allpass then the determinant
of the transfer function detHpzq is allpass. Applying the
matrix determinant lemma [43] in (2) and using the Schur
complement notation (14), we have

detHpzq “ det
`

Dm

`

z-1
˘´A`BD-1C

˘

detD

detpDmpz-1q ´Aq (29)

“ pm,V{DpzqdetD

pm,Apzq . (30)

According to (9), for detHpzq to be allpass, the coefficients
of denominator and numerator of (30) are in reversed order,
i.e., there exists ε “ ˘1 such that

pm,V{DpzqdetD “ εz´Npm,Apz-1q. (31)

For the special case m “ r1, 2, . . . , 2N´1s, (31) holds if and
only if

detD detV{DpIq “ ε detApIcq @I Ă xNy

as |Ik| “ 1 for any k such that each coefficient ck in (11) has
a single summand. Applying Jacobi’s identity (12) and (20)
yields (28). For the SISO case, (8) is also a sufficient condition
for the FDN to be allpass.

To develop a necessary condition based on the diagonal
similarity of the system matrix as in (24), likely additional
constraints are required. For instance with an additional rank
condition on A, the correspondence of the principal minors
(28) yields a diagonal similarity between A and V{D [42].
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F. Allpass is not Uniallpass

We use Theorem 4 to construct an example for an FDN
which is allpass for only certain delays m, but not for other
choices and therefore not being uniallpass:

A “
»

–

1.241 3.833 ´6.028

´0.859 ´2.276 3.582

´0.048 ´0.180 ´0.332

fi

fl ,

bJ “ “

1.833 ´0.469 0.826
‰

,

c “ “

0.430 0.831 0.452
‰

,

d “ 0.288.

The principal minors of A-1 and V{D are, respectively,
“

1.00,´4.86, 2.44,´1.63, 1.15, 7.89,´4.30,´3.47
‰

,
“

1.00,´1.49,´0.92,´1.63, 1.15,´8.97, 12.56,´3.47
‰

.

The FDN is not uniallpass as only some of the principal minors
coincide. However, the FDN is allpass for m “ r1, 1, 1s as the
polynomial coefficients of the transfer function numerator and
denominator in (3), respectively, are in reverse order, see (9):

“

0.29 1.17 1.37 1.00
‰

“

1.00 1.37 1.17 0.29
‰

.

However, the FDN is not allpass for m “ r2, 1, 1s as the
numerator and denominator, respectively, are

“

0.29 0.74 4.05 ´2.26 1.00
‰

“

1.00 2.61 0.16 ´0.23 0.29
‰

.

Then again, the FDN is allpass for m “ r2, 2, 1s as the
numerator and denominator, respectively, are

“

0.29 0.47 0.70 1.03 0.33 1.00
‰

“

1.00 0.33 1.03 0.70 0.47 0.29
‰

.

This example illustrates that for non-uniallpass FDNs, the
allpass property intricately depends on m. For larger systems,
it becomes increasingly complex to determine the allpass
property. Uniallpass FDNs provide an alternative, where the
delays are an independent design parameter.

In the following section, we present methods to design
uniallpass FDNs based on a desired feedback matrix A.

IV. UNIALLPASS FDN COMPLETION

Uniallpass FDNs can be generated by a simple procedure
for Nio input and output channels and N delay lines. First,
generate an orthogonal system matrix V of size NV ˆ NV

with NV “ N `Nio. Optionally, apply a similarity transform
with a non-singular diagonal matrix diagpX, Iq. However,
note that the similarity transform does not alter the transfer
function, but may change computational properties. Lastly,
divide the system matrix V into the submatricesA,B, C, and
D according to (13). However, this procedure does not allow
to specify directly the feedback matrix A and the resulting
filter properties.

In this section, we present procedures related to the com-
pletion problem, i.e., determining B, C, and D given A

such that V is uniallpass. The following subsections are:
IV-A) determining X given uniallpass V ; IV-B) characterize
admissible feedback matrices A; IV-C) completion where
X “ I; and, IV-D) completion for any diagonal X .

A. Determining Diagonal Similarity

Given a uniallpass FDN as in Theorem 3 with system matrix
V , the diagonal similarity matrix X in (24) can be computed
by solving the discrete-time Lyapunov equation3 [31]

X ´AXAJ “ BBJ. (32)

We give an alternative solution, which is helpful for the
further development below. The system matrix V satisfies
(24), thus V is diagonally similar to an orthogonal matrix. We
review here, key aspects of Engel and Schneider’s algorithm
to determine the diagonal similarity [44].

A system matrix V is diagonally similar to an orthogonal
matrix if and only if V -1 c V J is diagonally similar to a
t0, 1u-matrix J , i.e., J P t0, 1uNV ˆNV [44, Corollary 4.7
and 3.11]. Operation c denotes an element-wise division also
called Hadamard quotient, i.e.,

pAcBqij “
#

aij{bij for bij ‰ 0

0 otherwise.
(33)

Thus with (16), the similarity transform X can be readily
retrieved from

X -1JX “ pV{Dq-1 cAJ. (34)

For fully connected matrices A and pV{Dq-1, i.e., having only
non-zero elements, J contains only ones. Then, (34) can be
simply solved by a singular value decomposition. For non-
fully connectedA and pV{Dq-1, the computation is performed
on the spanning tree of the adjacency graph of A, for more
details see [44].

B. Admissible Feedback Matrix

In the following, we characterize the feedback matrix A of
uniallpass FDNs with system matrix V . First, we assume that
V is orthogonal. The following theorem by Fiedler [45] gives
sufficient and necessary conditions for such A.

Theorem 5 (Fiedler [45], Theorem 2.2). Every N ˆ N
submatrix of an orthogonal NV ˆ NV matrix has at least
2N ´ NV “ N ´ Nio singular values equal to one and Nio

singular values less than one.
Conversely, if A is a NˆN matrix that has N´k singular

values equal to one and the remaining k singular values
less than one, then for every NV ě N ` k there exists an
orthogonal NV ˆ NV matrix containing A as a submatrix,
and for no NV smaller than N ` k does such matrix exist.

In particular for the SISO case with Nio “ 1, A has exactly
one singular value less than one and the other singular values
are one. In the full MIMO case, i.e., Nio “ N , A has all
singular values less than one. Thus, any admissible feedback

3The discrete-time Lyapunov equation has off-the-shelf solver implemen-
tations such as dlyap in MATLAB.
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matrix A of a uniallpass FDN is diagonally similar to a matrix
with singular values as described above. There are various
techniques to generate matrices with prescribed eigenvalues
and singular values [46, 47]. Note, that for a stable FDN, the
moduli of the eigenvalues of A are less than one [5].

C. Orthogonal Completion

We give a simple method for completing an orthogonal
uniallpass system. Given an N ˆ N submatrix A of an
NV ˆ NV orthogonal matrix V , i.e., V V J “ I . Therefore,
X “ I in (24). The block matrices in (24) for V V J “ I and
V JV “ I yield then

I ´AAJ “ BBJ, (35)

I ´AJA “ CJC, (36)

´BDJ “ ACJ. (37)

The equations can be solved with a singular value decompo-
sition, e.g., B is the rank-Nio decomposition of I ´AAJ.

Particularly in the full MIMO case, any matrix A with all
singular values less than one can be completed to a uniallpass
FDN. As demonstrated in the Section VI, this result is an
extension to prior designs.

D. General Completion

Here, we complete a feedback matrix A, which is part of
any (not necessarily orthogonal) uniallpass FDN. The first part
of the procedure is general, whereas the latter part focuses on
the SISO case. From (24) and (16), we have

DJ “ pV{Aq-1 “ `

D ´CA-1B
˘-1

(38)

and further

´A-1BDJ “XCJ, (39)

´DJCA-1 “ BJX -1. (40)

Therefore, (17) is

pV{Dq-1 “ A-1 `XCJD-JBJX -1. (41)

Given the system matrix V of a uniallpass FDN, thus, V J

and V -1 are diagonally similar and the Hadamard quotient
V J c V -1 is diagonally similar to a t0, 1u-matrix. Thus,

Q “
´

A-1 `XCJD-JBJX -1
¯

cAJ (42)

is diagonally similar to a t0, 1u-matrix J . In particular, the
diagonal elements of Q are ones, and therefore

pAqii “
`

A-1˘

ii
`
´

CJD-JBJ

¯

ii
. (43)

The remaining procedure is only for the SISO case, which is
emphasized by using vectors and scalars b, c and d instead of
matrices. From the uniallpass property, we have d “ ˘detA.
We restate (42)

Q “
˜

A-1 ` rcJrbJ

d

¸

cAJ, (44)

where rc “ cX , rb “ X -1b. We can also rewrite (43) for the
SISO case, i.e.,

pAqii “
`

A-1˘

ii
`
´

cJd-1bJ
¯

ii
. (45)

More concisely, we can write

dα “ cJ ˝ b “ rcJ ˝ rb, (46)

where
αi “ pAqii ´

`

A-1˘

ii
(47)

and ˝ denotes the element-wise product, also called Hadamard
product. By inspecting the individual matrix entries for 1 ď
i, j ď N

´

rcirbj

¯´

rbircj

¯

“ rcircjrbirbj “
´

rcirbi

¯´

rcjrbj

¯

, (48)

we derive an important identity

rcJrbJ

d
˝
rbrc

d
“ prcJ ˝ rbqprcJ ˝ rbqJ

d2
“ ααJ. (49)

Because Q is diagonally similar to a t0, 1u-matrix J , we
have

Q ˝QJ “ J . (50)

We use this identity in the following to determine the input
and output gains. By substituting (44) and (49) in Q˝QJ, we
derive

Q ˝QJ ˝A ˝AJ “ A-1 ˝A-J`

A-1 ˝
rbrc

d
`
˜

A-1 ˝
rbrc

d

¸J

`ααJ.
(51)

Because of (44), Q ˝ QJ ˝ A ˝ AJ “ A ˝ AJ and can be
simplified in (51). By substituting (50) into (51) and by sorting
the terms we can write more concisely,

A-1 ˝ rbrc`A-J ˝ rcJrbJ “ F , (52)

where
F “ dpA ˝AJ ´A-1 ˝A-J ´ααJq. (53)

By Hadamard multiplying the equation with rbrc and substi-
tuting (49), we get

A-1 ˝
´

rbrc
¯˝2 ´ F ˝ rbrc`A-J ˝ d2ααJ “ 0, (54)

where ¨˝2 denotes the element-wise square. Each matrix entry
in (54) is a quadratic equation and can be solved indepen-
dently. From the two possible solutions for each matrix entry,
one is selected such that the solution matrix is of rank 1. From
(39),

´Xrbd “ ´bd “ ArcJ (55)

such that
diagpXq “ ´

´

ArcJ
¯

c
´

rbd
¯

(56)

we can recover X and therefore b and c from rb and rc.
This concludes the completion algorithms for SISO uniallpass
FDNs. We summarize the computational steps:

1) Compute d “ ˘detA, see (20).
2) Compute α, see (47).
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3) Compute F , see (53).
4) Solve for rbrc, see (54).
5) Compute X , see (56).
6) Compute b and c, see below (44).

A MATLAB implementation is provided in the FDN toolbox
[37]. In the following section, we study the completion of a
special class of feedback matrices.

V. HOMOGENEOUS DECAY ALLPASS FDN

A. Homogeneous Decay

A typical requirement in artificial reverberation and audio
decorrelation is that all modes decay at the same rate, i.e., all
system eigenvalues have the same magnitude, i.e., |λi| “ γ
for 1 ď i ď N. We refer to this property as homogeneous
decay. In FDNs, this can be achieved by delay-proportional
absorption in combination with a lossless matrix [7]. Thus,
the feedback matrix is

A “ UΓ (57)

with unilossless matrix U , diagonal matrix Γ with [6]

Γii “ γmi for 1 ď i ď N. (58)

For 0 ă γ ă 1, the singular values of A are then
Γ11, . . . ,ΓNN and the eigenvalues of A have moduli less
than 1. From Section IV-C, any such feedback matrix can be
completed into a full MIMO uniallpass FDN. Note that this is
a significant extension to Poletti’s design [15] as shown below
in Section VI. In (57),U can be a unilossless triangular matrix,
i.e., with a diagonal of ones [6]. In Section VI, we revisit this
structure for series allpasses. In the following, we focus on
the more intricate case of orthogonal U .

B. SISO FDN

We construct homogeneous decay uniallpass FDNs for
SISO, i.e., 0 ă γ ă 1 in (58). We substitute (57) into (32),

X ´UΓXΓUJ “ bbJ. (59)

We right-multiply with U and substitute R “ Γ2X and b̂ “
UJb such that

XU ´UR “ bb̂J, (60)

which is called a displacement equation [48]. In the following,
we denote the diagonal entries of a diagonal matrix X with a
single index, e.g., Xii “ Xi. The solution of the displacement
equation (60) is the Cauchy-like matrix [48]

U “ bb̂J ˝K
“ diagpbqK diag

´

b̂
¯

,
(61)

where the N ˆN Cauchy matrix K has elements

Kij “ 1

Xi ´Rj
. (62)

Then, the inverse of the Cauchy matrix is given by [49]

K-1 “ diagpαqKJ diagpβq, (63)

where the elements of N ˆ 1 vectors α and β are

αi “ ´ApRiq
B1pRiq and βi “ BpXiq

A1pXiq (64)

and

Apxq “
N
ź

k“1

px´Xkq and Bpxq “
N
ź

k“1

px´Rkq, (65)

where ¨1 denotes the derivative with respect to x. Thus,
the diagonal elements of X and R are the zeros of the
polynomials Apxq and Bpxq. Thus, taking the inverse in (61)
and substituting (63), yields

U -1 “ diag
´

b̂
¯-1
K-1diagpbq-1

“ diag
´

b̂
¯-1

diagpαqKJ diagpβqdiagpbq-1.
(66)

Because UJ “ U -1, we have

diag
´

b̂
¯2 “ diagpαq and diagpbq2 “ diagpβq. (67)

Therefore, α and β need to be positive. And the unitary matrix
is given by

Uij “
a

βiαj

Xi ´Rj
. (68)

C. Admissible Parameters

Firstly, we give a sufficient condition for X and R to be
admissible, i.e., α and β in (67) are positive. Secondly, for a
given decay gains Γ, we determine similarity matrix X such
that X and R “ Γ2X are admissible. The choice of X is
effectively a parametrization ofU in (68) such that a uniallpass
FDN exists with A “ UΓ.

We show that the following choice of X and R is admis-
sible, i.e.,

R1 ă X1 ă R2 ă X2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă RN ă XN . (69)

Because of (65), we say that the zeros of Apxq and Bpxq are
strictly interlaced.

With Rolle’s theorem, the zeros of the derivatives A1pxq and
B1pxq are strictly interleaving the zeros of Apxq and Bpxq,
respectively [50]. Thus, with (69), we have that

signA1pXiq “ signB1pRiq “ p´1qN´i, (70)

where sign denotes the sign operator. Similarly, because of
(69), we have

signApRiq “ p´1qN`1´i and signBpXiq “ p´1qN´i.
(71)

Therefore, with (64), we have

signαi “ ´p´1qN`1´i

p´1qN´i
“ 1 and signβi “ p´1qN´i

p´1qN´i
“ 1

such that X and R in (69) yield an admissible solution to
(67).

Thus, for a given decay gain Γ, we choose X such that X
strictly interleaves R “XΓ2. With (69), we have

0 ă Xi´1

Xi
ă Γ2

i for 2 ď i ď N (72)
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Y (z)

−g1 −g2

(a) Block diagram of a series of two Schroeder allpasses.
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(b) System matrix V in (13) of a series of six Schroeder
allpasses with matrix blocks A, b, c, and d as in (74).
The gains g1, . . . , g6 are [0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8].

Fig. 2: SISO uniallpass filter based on a series of Schroeder
allpasses [51].

and X1 and Γ1 ă 1 are unconstrained. Note, that Γ does not
need to be sorted in any way. As we have not constrained
the decay gains Γ, we have shown that there exists SISO
uniallpass FDNs with homogeneous decays for any delay m
and any decay rate 0 ă γ ă 1. The similarity matrix X acts as
an additional design parameter within the constraints of (72).

VI. APPLICATION

In this section, we show that three well-known delay-
based allpass structures are uniallpass FDNs: Schroeder’s
series allpass [2], Gardner’s nested allpasses [13], and Poletti’s
unitary reverberator [15]. Reviewing these previous designs
also reveals their limited design space and demonstrates the
significant extension introduced by Theorem 3. We conclude
this section by presenting a complete numerical example of a
SISO uniallpass FDN with homogeneous decay. The diagonal
similarity matrix X was computed by solving the discrete
Lyapunov equation (32) either numerically or symbolically.

A. SISO - Series Schroeder Allpass

The Schroeder series allpass of N feedforward-feedback
delay allpasses is

HSchroederpzq “
N
ź

i“1

gi ` z´mi

1` giz´mi
, (73)

where gi and mi denote the feedforward-feedback gains and
delay lengths, respectively. Fig. 2a shows an instance for N “
2. The corresponding state space realization is [52]

Aij “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

´gi for i “ j

0 for i ă j
`

1´ g2j
˘
śi´1

k“j`1 gk for i ą j

, (74a)

bi “
i´1
ź

k“1

gk, (74b)

ci “
`

1´ g2i
˘

N
ź

k“i`1

gk, (74c)

d “
N
ź

k“1

gk, (74d)

and the similarity transform X in (24) is a diagonal matrix
with diagonal elements

Xii “ 1

1´ g2i
. (75)

Fig. 2b depicts the system matrix V of the Schroeder series
allpass for N “ 6. The feedback matrix A is triangular with
gains g1, . . . , gN on the main diagonal. The remaining gains
b, c, and d are determined by the gains gi as well. Therefore,
there exists A “ UΓ with triangular unilossless U and Γ “
diagprg1, . . . , gN sq such that the Schroeder series allpass can
have homogeneous decay, see (57).

B. SISO - Nested Allpass
The nested allpass as proposed by Gardner [13] is a recur-

sive nesting of Schroeder allpasses, i.e.,

HGardner “ HNpzq, (76)

where H1pzq “ g1`z´m1

1`g1z´m1
and for k ą 1

Hkpzq “ gk ` z´mkHk-1pzq
1` gkz´mkHk-1pzq . (77)

Figure 3a shows an instance of the nested allpass for N “ 2.
The corresponding state space realization is

Aij “

$

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

%

´giĝi for i “ j

1 for i “ j ´ 1

0 for i ă j ´ 1

´giĝj śi´1
k“j 1´ g2k for i ą j

, (78a)

bi “
#

1 for i “ N

0 otherwise
, (78b)

ci “ ĝi

N
ź

k“i

1´ g2k, (78c)

d “ gN , (78d)

where ĝ1 “ 1 and ĝj “ gj´1 for 2 ď j ď N . The
similarity transform X in (24) is a diagonal matrix with
diagonal elements

Xii “ ´1
śN

k“i 1´ g2k
. (79)
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(a) Block diagram of two nested Schroeder allpasses.
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(b) System matrix V in (13) of six nested Schroeder
allpasses with matrix blocks A, b, c, and d as in (78).
The gains g1, . . . , g6 are [0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8].

Fig. 3: SISO uniallpass filter based on nested Schroeder
allpasses proposed by Gardner [13].

Fig. 3b depicts the system matrix V of the nested allpasses for
N “ 6. The feedback matrix A is Hessenberg and all gains
including b, c, and d are determined by the gains gi. Series
allpasses are strongly related to nested allpasses as they share
the same parameter space, however, differ in the structure.
Interestingly, the feedback matrix of nested allpasses induce
a much more complex decay pattern than the series allpass
counterpart.

C. MIMO - Poletti Reverberator

The MIMO reverberator proposed by Poletti [15] is a direct
multichannel generalization of the Schroeder allpass structure
in lattice form, see Fig. 4a. The loop gain γ controls the decay
rate of the response tail such that

HPolettipzq “ pγI `UDmpzqqpI ` γUDmpzqq-1. (80)

The state space realization is

A “ ´γU , (81a)
B “ p1` γqI, (81b)
C “ p1´ γqU , (81c)
D “ γI, (81d)

Xpzq

´
γI

Dmpzq U
Y pzq

(a) Block diagram of Poletti’s unitary reverberator.
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(b) System matrix V in (13) of Poletti’s unitary rever-
berator with matrix blocks A, B, C, and D as in (81).
The loop gain is γ “ 0.7 and U is a random orthogonal
4 ˆ 4 matrix.

Fig. 4: MIMO uniallpass feedback delay network (FDN) with
feedback matrix A and loop gain γ proposed by Poletti [15].
Thick lines indicate multiple channel.

and the similarity matrix in (24) is

X “ 1` γ
a

1´ γ2 I. (82)

Fig. 4b depicts the system matrix V of Poletti’s allpass for
N “ 4 and Nio “ 4. While the direct and input gains, D
and B, respectively, are scaled identity matrices, the feedback
matrix A and output gains C are scaled versions of the unitary
matrix U . Interestingly, Poletti’s allpass has homogeneous
decay only for equal delays, which is usually undesirable as
the time-domain response is non-zero only at integer multiples
of the delays and can therefore never become dense [10].

D. SISO Homogeneous Decay Uniallpass FDN

We give a numerical example of a SISO allpass FDN with
homogeneous decay following the procedure in Section V.
Let N “ 6, γ “ 0.99 and m “ r13, 22, 1, 10, 5, 3s. Then with
(58), we have

Γ “ diag
`“

0.878 0.802 0.990 0.904 0.951 0.970
‰˘

and from (72) we can choose

X “ diag
`“

1.000 1.808 2.096 2.743 3.413 3.662
‰˘

.
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Fig. 5: System matrix V in (13) of the proposed SISO
uniallpass FDN with homogeneous decay with matrix blocks
A, b, c, and d as in Section VI-D. The design parameters are
N “ 6, γ “ 0.99 and m “ r13, 22, 1, 10, 5, 3s.

From (68), we can then compute

U “

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

0.702 ´0.708 ´0.034 ´0.059 ´0.027 ´0.006

0.474 0.540 ´0.448 ´0.515 ´0.132 ´0.026

0.120 0.120 0.853 ´0.491 ´0.055 ´0.010

0.327 0.289 0.210 0.589 ´0.642 ´0.078

0.136 0.114 0.059 0.141 0.378 ´0.896

0.378 0.310 0.152 0.352 0.651 0.437

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

.

The feedback matrix results then from (57), i.e.,

A “

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

0.616 ´0.568 ´0.034 ´0.054 ´0.025 ´0.005

0.416 0.433 ´0.443 ´0.466 ´0.125 ´0.025

0.105 0.097 0.844 ´0.444 ´0.052 ´0.010

0.287 0.232 0.208 0.533 ´0.611 ´0.076

0.120 0.091 0.059 0.127 0.360 ´0.869

0.332 0.249 0.151 0.318 0.619 0.424

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

.

The remaining input, output and direct gains are determined
by solving the completion problem in Section IV-D

bJ “ “

0.159 0.483 0.156 0.633 0.354 1.073
‰

,

c “ ´ “

0.675 0.290 0.064 0.109 0.062 0.014
‰

,

d “ 0.581.

Fig. 5 shows the system matrix for the numerical example.
Interestingly, the feedback matrix A exhibits a triangular-like
shape which suggests that the homogeneous decay uniallpass
FDN generalizes the triangular and Hessenberg shapes of the
series and nested allpasses.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this work, we developed a novel characterization for
uniallpass feedback delay networks (FDNs), which are allpass
for any choice of delay lengths. Further, we introduced the
uniallpass completion, i.e., completing a given feedback matrix
to a uniallpass FDN. While the full MIMO case is relatively
simple, also a solution to the SISO case was presented. Further,
we solved the completion problem for a particular class of

feedback matrices, which yields homogeneous decay of the
impulse response. We reviewed three previous allpass FDN
designs within this novel characterization and an additional
numerical example for homogeneous decay uniallpass FDNs.

Future research questions should address application-
specific designs of uniallpass FDNs, for instance, in audio
signal processing, where additional constraints are required.
Further research is also needed for the design of frequency-
dependent FDN designs with the allpass property, i.e., for a
filter feedback matrix Apzq. In particular, the homogeneous
decay allpass FDN with filter matrix Γpzq in (57) has impor-
tant practical applications for frequency-dependent decay and
generalizes the single delay case, i.e., N “ 1 in [12].
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